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The term racket first turned up in the context
of Critical Theory toward the end of the
1930s and instantly attained considerable
conceptual significance. In his notes and
drafts for Dialectic of Enlightenment,
Horkheimer identified the racket as the ‘elementary form of domination’.1 The term
originated in the language of American legal
scholars and criminologists. As Otto
Kirchheimer noted, it commonly referred to
‘monopolistic practices which are carried
through by physical force, violence in trade
disputes, or similar objectionable means’.2
More recently, it was principally Wolfgang
Pohrt who drew attention to the relevant texts
and the significance of the concept for
Critical Theory. He also pointed to the term’s
variegated connotations that evidently
prompted its use to designate specific political and societal tendencies and the implosion
of society as a whole. ‘Rackets’, Pohrt
explained, ‘are not just bands of blackmailers
but also self-help groups and charitable
associations’.3
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THE RACKET AND THE PHILOSOPHY
OF RIGHT
Rather remarkably, Horkheimer’s notes published posthumously under the title ‘Rackets
and the Spirit’ indicate that he initially
understood the term not so much in sociological but predominantly in philosophical
and psychological terms. One might infer
from this that the very historical and sociological specificity inherent in the term, given
its connection to contemporaneous phenomena in US-American society, was lost in this
process of appreciation. Nor did the critique
of political economy take center stage.
Phenomena such as the commodity form and
social relations in capitalism, the exchange
value and the process of valorization feature
merely as one means among others with
which rackets exercise their domination.
Rackets, Horkheimer noted, had
ruled as the rackets of clerics, of the royal court, of
the propertied, of the race, of men, of adults, of
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families, of the police, of crime, and, moreover,
within each of these sectors as individual rackets
against the rest of the respective sphere.
Everywhere they have established the opposition
between the inward and the outward. Man, if he
belonged to no racket, was in a radical sense on
the outside, was lost as man. Yet even in the head
of the atomized individual the rackets still ruled by
means of their concepts and modes of judgment,
through the thought patterns and concerns that
originated in their world.4

Yet on closer inspection it transpires that the
domination of the rackets actually hinges on
the safeguarding of the existing division of
labor, bringing the mode of production and
the issue of sovereignty into focus after all.
Rackets, Horkheimer explained,
preserve the conditions required to guarantee the
division of labor within which they hold a privileged
position by resisting with force any change that
might endanger their monopoly. … The constellation
of rackets based on a specific mode of production
can be called the ruling class insofar as they jointly
both protect and suppress the lowest strata of society. Depending on the economic dynamics that
shape their material interest, the rackets can in fact
be at odds with one another and may well, consciously or unconsciously, perpetuate their separation from one another, always provided that in doing
so they can strengthen their safeguarding function.5

At this point a closer determination of the
mode of production itself does not seem crucial for the development of the concept.
Rather more important is its ability to help
explain the relationship between the individual and the collective. ‘The sclerosis of the
racket towards those beneath it is identical
with the sclerosis of the individuals it comprises. It has been consciously promoted
throughout history. In the case of one’s own
children it is brought about by bringing them
up and educating them.’ It was ‘only in those
emphatically liberal periods, in which, for
economic reasons, part of the racket was
required to own authoritative characteristics’,
Horkheimer clarified, that the bringing up
and education of children had
taken on humane qualities. In its cruelty previous
practice still resembled the initiation rites of a
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primitive tribe – itself a racket. For those who are
not already entitled by descent to become part of
the racket the requisite process resembles not the
admission of youngsters into the tribe but the initiation into the privileged racket of the magicians.
The individual’s personality has to be crushed
absolutely and iron-clad guarantees for its future
dependability are required. The individual must
relinquish all power and burn all its bridges.6

That Horkheimer assumed the rackets had
been capable of change only in the era of liberalism already indicates that he views them as
a dialectical counterpoint to the law. And yet,
rather confusingly, Horkheimer also defines
them as a form of social contract. ‘As the true
Leviathan,’ he wrote, ‘the racket demands the
unreserved social contract.’7 If we follow
Hobbes the crucial term in this formulation
has to be ‘unreserved’. While the individual
benefits from the reserve powers of the sovereign who monopolizes the use of force, the
racket is able to insist on an unreserved social
contract even when the monopoly on the use
of force is in the process of disintegrating or
simply inexistent. From Hobbes’s point of
view, then, with whom this metaphor for the
state originated, what Horkheimer described
was in fact anything but the true Leviathan and
had rather more to do with that other biblical
monster, the Behemoth, which for Hobbes
stood for unfettered civil war.
In the context of Critical Theory, then, the
term racket was adopted to designate what
Carl Schmitt (affirmatively) called ‘nonderivative’ power, a form of power, in other
words, that exists ‘extra-legally’ even in
states that maintain the rule of law, and that
ordinarily seems to merit little attention.8
Yet the appropriation of the term in Critical
Theory departed decisively from Schmitt’s
approach in that it takes the vantage point
of the individual. For the Critical Theorists,
the principal focus was on the continued or
reconstructed personal dependency of the
individual under conditions that had, in principle, abolished that dependency: the rule of
law and the social relations of capitalism.
Their adoption of the concept of the racket
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reiterated Marx’s well-established insistence, against the bourgeois economists, that,
‘under their “rule of law”, the law of the jungle lives on under a different guise’.9
The juxtaposition of rackets to the law also
opens up a new perspective on the law. Their
ultimate purpose is the forcible implementation of unity at the expense of the law. It is no
coincidence that in the legal sphere the term
racket refers to illegal economic practices and
criminal methods that frequently run alongside
contractual agreements or replace them and
that must be combatted to maintain the rule of
law. When the concept of the racket is applied
to the issue of state sovereignty, the very principle of legality is called into question. Societies
‘that organize themselves along totalitarian
lines’, Horkheimer explained, are embroiled in
‘a struggle against the law, against all forms of
mediation that have taken on a life of their own
and linguistic form. The fundamentally illicit
nature of the racket lies in its opposition to the
Spirit, even where it is not only legal but in fact
behind the law’.10 It is worth noting, though, that
this defense of the forms of mediation created
by the law by no means implied a belief in the
reconciliation of the general and the particular
or the existence of a ‘true generality’, neither of
which – as even Franz Neumann emphasized –
the law can achieve.11 It amounted to no more
than a defense of conditions that might allow
this reconciliation and generality to become
real at some point in the future. Yet this hope
could be entertained only if one assumed that
the law had become integral to the Spirit. That
Horkheimer did so is evident from his contention that even in a democracy ruled by rackets
the ‘true concept’ of 
democracy – invented
to abolish this very form of rule – would
never really disappear. The goal of politics,
Horkheimer wrote, namely,
to disrupt the boundary between the inward and
the outward, once achieved, will transform the
world. The idea of true democracy leads a
repressed subterranean existence among the
masses and within it, the premonition of a society
free of rackets has never been extinguished
altogether.12
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As indicated, this sketch of the concept of the
racket is particularly remarkable in that
Horkheimer did not deduce the defensive
forces of the law with the means of the critique of political economy, even though this
would have been a particularly obvious path
to take, given the origin of the term racket.
Instead, Horkheimer took recourse to the
philosophical concepts of German – and
especially Hegelian – idealism, which he
sought to translate directly into political categories.13 In so doing, he also exposed the
contradictory nature of idealism’s conception
of the state, which all the talk of Hegel as the
Prussian state philosopher had obscured.
Horkheimer’s notion of a ‘true idea of democracy’ that continued to exist even in the worst
real-existing democracy corresponded to
Hegel’s designation of the true state. Thus
Horkheimer is still (or again) able to develop
a positive concept of politics but this concept,
like Hegel’s concept of the state, is dependent
on consciousness, on the Spirit, and precludes
any notion of the state as a mere machine.14
One might respond to this Hegel-inspired
determination of the ‘Spirit’ from the vantage
point of the critique of political economy by
pointing out that under the rule of law, the law
presupposes a specific self-reflexive relationship of consciousness to itself. Consequently,
it also maintains a non-theological truth claim.
By contrast, the self-valorizing value of capital, as it were, blocks out such reflection, or
rather, it permits self-reflection only through
the legal relationship. The law thus emerges
as a prerequisite for the conception of a categorical imperative (in lieu of god’s command)
and the distinction between the state’s laws
and what Kant called the ‘moral law in me’.

THE SOCIOLOGY OF THE RACKET
While the draft on ‘Rackets and the Spirit’
was essentially an exercise in philosophy, in
his essay, ‘On the Sociology of Class
Relations’, Horkheimer attempted to offer a
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sociological and materialistic definition.
Here he concluded that ‘the modern concept
serves to describe [the] past social relations’
and closed by quoting Marx’s statement that
‘the anatomy of man is the key to the anatomy of the monkey’.15 That Critical Theory
approached the rackets as it would the human
physiognomy from which one can reconstruct that of the monkey indicates that its
central focus here was still on ‘man’, in other
words, on contemporary society. It alone was
really shaped by the rackets through and
through. Only in the present had the totalization of the principle of the racket occurred.
‘The racket-pattern which has been typical of
the behavior of the rulers toward the ruled is
now representative of all human relations
even those within labor,’ Horkheimer wrote.16
Critical Theory thus began to break out of the
identification with the working class and the
labor movement that characterized traditional Marxism. The proletariat was now
understood as an integral part of capitalist
society. The working class and its organizations blended into a constellation in which
everyone fought for ‘as large a part as possible of the circulating surplus value’:
In the contemporary slang-use of racket as an
equivalent for any profitable job there might be no
conscious thought of all these implications, but
objectively it expresses the idea that in present-day
society every activity, whatever it may be, has as its
content and goal no other interest than the acquisition of as large a part as possible of the circulating surplus value.17

Against the backdrop of Horkheimer’s comments about the family under liberalism18 the
solidarity that had once been characteristic of
the working class arguably emerged as
exceptional in that it had been able to lend
humane features to the racket, throwing into
sharp relief the distinction between solidarity
and charity. The Critical Theorists presumably took recourse precisely to the term racket
to designate forms of personal dependency
and direct compulsion because the term’s
connotations included not only the gang but
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also, rather oddly, the benevolent association.
A gang qualified as a racket in the strict
political sense only if its power depended not
only on the threat of violence but also on the
sort of voluntary recognition and collective
identification within its realm or locale, just
like the modern state must demand if it wants
to survive. Alongside the use of force in ways
totally unfettered by any legal constraints,
this presupposed carefully fine-tuned forms
of charity that often had to precede the
deployment of terroristic means. Through its
social and economic assistance the power of
the racket lodges itself between civil society
and the family. It does so whenever the state
itself is unable to integrate divergent social
forces. It is a self-destructive synthesis that
conflates family and state and transforms all
relationships mediated by society into direct
relationships between individuals who,
because they are unfree, cannot but threaten
and suppress one another.
When the German sociologist Alfred
Vierkandt sought to define solidarity, he
already did so in accordance with the permeation of society by the precepts of the racket:
‘Solidarity is the ethos of a closely knit community,’ he wrote.19 Yet in Roman Law solidarity did not denote a community, close-knit
or otherwise, let alone an ethos – both concepts
that in a sense already reflect the perspective
of the racket – but a specific legal relationship
stipulating that each individual is liable for
the whole, in solidum: for the entire amount.
When the labor movement picked up the concept it maintained something of the consciousness that the common bond of solidarity is a
mediated one. Rather than striving to create
a community and demand a particular ethos,
the priority lay on quite practical measures of
mutual protection in the face of the menaces
manifestly created by the capitalist relations
of production. Whether one knows somebody or not is irrelevant to a form of solidarity predicated on the knowledge that one owes
solidarity to others because their contract of
employment places them in a position formally identical to one’s own. Yet among the
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many forms of private charity the racket is evidently the only one capable of filling the space
of solidarity in its entirety because it substitutes an ethos or faith for the awareness of the
infinitely mediated character of society. The
class conflict over the surplus value is reduced
to immediate empathy and particulate aid. It is
when the mass individuals identify with one
another by substituting the figure of a leader
for their ego ideal – a process Freud described
in Mass Psychology and the Analysis of the
Ego – that the unity is created that supersedes
class consciousness.
In the past, charitable donors had expected
their reward to come from God. The bourgeois benefactors who no longer believed
in him or in divine rewards, however, were
left with only the social prestige one acquires
through one’s actions. Yet the collective benefactor who relies on religious and national
identity demands gratitude of its charges,
demonstrated at the very least by the adoption of a specific ethos. In this context too,
the effects of secularization can only ever be
grasped in terms of the situation of the individual. Whether charities affirm the bourgeois society within which they operate in the
way in which they mete out their benevolence
or not is a crucial distinguishing feature. In
other words, are the relations among the
members, between the officials and the members, and between the benefactors and the
beneficiaries organized in accordance with
the principles of capitalist exchange, and is
the relative autonomy and protective anonymity of the individual still maintained even
when it is a pauper, or not? What constitutes
good bourgeois charity is the willingness still
to view the individual as a potential owner of
goods even when it no longer possesses any,
a willingness well matched to the embourgeoisement of the large denominations who
were forced to open up, however reluctantly,
to the dynamics of modern society.
Yet organized charity can also generate,
at its core, the total rejection of civil forms
of interaction. It can offer the individual precisely that from which it was emancipated by
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those forms belonging to bourgeois society.
In so doing it not only perpetuates pre-modern relations – direct compulsion and personal dependency – but modernizes them in
order to arm itself against society’s promise
of emancipation. What it offers to the forlorn
and atomized is the warmth of the ‘original
closeness of blood [Blutsurenge]’.20 The
ambivalence of secularization under capitalist conditions thus becomes evident. For the
concept of the private concern can belie the
fact that this concern, be it pastoral or charitable, can be understood by the rackets – who
owe their very existence to the destruction
of the individual’s privacy – as being inherently theirs. Individual privacy, which needs
to be defended even against the privacy of the
family, indeed, precisely against the latter, is
part and parcel of the ‘dignity’ of the individual in its capacity as what Marx called the
‘owner of commodities’. Under the political
pressure of the rackets the individual is still
a ‘commodity owner’ yet loses even this last
dignity, which belongs to it in that role. Thus
the private is declared to be the immediately
political and the rackets triumph over the law
and prevail because they are able to offer an
effective and popular ideological substitute
for the promise the welfare state fails to keep.
As opposed to the welfare state, which
embodies the anonymity of capitalist valorization, these rackets take care of the
individuals personally. Within them, the
individual gives up (or is forced to give up)
the anonymity it owns as a private individual
in bourgeois society. The individual finds
itself in a secondary family, in relations
that are not constituted by exchange but by
gift, a form of exchange, in other words,
in which the objects and services are not
detached from the individual – as goods and
labor are contractually. Rather, they accrue
and adhere to the individual again, like the
earlier privileges and obligations under precapitalist conditions. The beneficiary of such
charity feels used in the most personal way
imaginable – with his or her soul, body and
entire existence.
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Although the racket may bestow aid in
monetary form the way in which the individual then makes use of that aid is based not
on abstract labor but on concrete corporeality, albeit a form of corporeality that has no
purpose other than to disappear at the right
moment when it is sacrificed for the community and the racket.

RACKETS AND STATE CAPITALISM
The need for the concept of the racket arose
when it became apparent that the social
and political developments in Europe and the
United States after the Great Depression –
the process that Horkheimer described as the
weakening of the defensive forces of the law –
could not be explained by Pollock’s theory of
state capitalism alone. It also offered an
opportunity to develop a substantive distinction between ongoing developments in the
United States, on the one hand, and National
Socialist Germany, on the other. Kirchheimer
and Neumann in particular pursued this
opportunity in their studies of National
Socialism. Both of them were, of course,
legal theorists and former students of Carl
Schmitt.
As early as 1930, Walter Benjamin had
already offered an analysis of the transition
from the strong state to the state of gang
rivalry taking place in the latter years of the
Weimar Republic. He did so in a review of
an essay collection edited by Ernst Jünger,
War and Warrior. His review, quite appropriately, bore the title, ‘Theories of German
Fascism’. In the various contributions to the
collection, among them Jünger’s well known
musings about ‘total mobilization’, Benjamin
recognized ‘an unrestrained application of
the principles of l’art pour l’art to war’.21 At
the same time, the state seemed to have been
reduced to a negligible entity. That Jünger
was aestheticizing a war that had, after all,
transpired between states seemed insignificant, given the ‘mysticism of world death’
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that pervaded his vision.22 As Benjamin demonstrated, the forces for which Jünger stood in
fact perpetuated the very ‘failure of the powers of state’ they bemoaned, indeed that very
failure was their concept of the political and
they embodied it. Benjamin thus anticipated
some of the features that would subsequently
characterize Kirchheimer’s and Neumann’s
analyses of National Socialism und provided
a first template for Horkheimer’s concept of
the racket:
Those hybrid military formations hovering between
comradely fellowships and regular representatives
of state power at the end of the war soon crystallized into independent, stateless hordes of mercenaries. The captains of finance and lords of the
inflation began to question the efficacy of the
state as the guarantor of their property and appreciated the availability of such hordes. Easily procured through private agents or the Reichswehr
they could be relied upon to come rolling along
like rice or turnips whenever they were needed.
Even the publication under review resembles an
ideologically worded recruitment prospectus for a
new type of mercenary or, perhaps more accurately, a new type of condottiere.23

Like Horkheimer and Neumann in their subsequent accounts, Benjamin too chose a
broad historical perspective. While
Horkheimer took recourse to the term racket
and Neumann appropriated Hobbes for the
title of his Behemoth, Benjamin, in his portrayal of developments in the Weimar
Republic, referenced mercenaries and condottieri.24 Benjamin’s discussion of Ernst
Jünger’s ‘total mobilization’ was no less
overtly polemical than the racket concept
would subsequently be. As Kirchheimer
stated explicitly:
The term racket is a polemical one. It reflects on a
society in which social position has increasingly
come to depend on a relation of participation, on
the primordial effect of whether an individual succeeded or failed to ‘arrive’. Racket connotes a
society in which individuals have lost the belief
that compensation for their individual efforts will
result from the mere functioning of impersonal
market agencies. But it keeps in equal distance
from, and does not incorporate, the idea of a society wherein the antagonism between men and
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inanimate elements of production has been
dissolved in the image of a free association for the
common use of productive forces.25

Plucked from the ‘polemics’ of US-American
legal practice, in the context of Critical
Theory the racket became an index falsi, an
‘index of the untruth of identity’,26 whose
meaning becomes fully evident only when
one takes Freud’s psychoanalysis and the
Marxian critique of political economy into
account. Only on the basis of the most
emphatic recognition of this untruth of identity in its specific historical guise can one
maintain the general idea of a whole within
which the individual is not subjected to violence. The issue is raised by Adorno in the
notes he took on Beethoven in 1940. There
he formulated it as the question that faces all
music: ‘How can there be a whole without
subjecting the individual to violence?’27 The
Marxian notion of a free association of individuals was thus renewed in Critical Theory.
On Horkheimer’s reading, the fascist dictatorship amounted to an attempt to enlist
the critique of the racket for the latter’s own
purposes. It sought to compel a society disintegrating into rackets – be they labor organizations or monopolistic capital groups – to
unite as a Volksgemeinschaft, an ethnically
homogeneous community.
It embodied a massive exhortation [that] commandeers even the true critique of the racket for the
latter’s purposes [and that, under the pretext of an
ostensible attack upon the weakened rackets in
the sphere of finance capital has now embarked
upon an extension of the fascist dictatorship of the
industrial monopolies – presented as democracy –
across the planet].28

In Horkheimer’s typescript, Friedrich Pollock
subsequently deleted the passage I have
placed in square brackets. Evidently there
was some doubt as to how fascist rackets
could be distinguished from other rackets.
Has the specific mode of motion within the
rackets been transformed in the fascist rackets, i.e., in Hegelian words: has it been negatively sublated? Is this why the latter are
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compelled to take the ‘struggle against the
law, against all forms of mediation that have
taken on a life of their own’ to its ultimate
conclusion? Yet what exactly this would
mean also remains unclear. A Racket generally ‘shows no mercy to life outside of it, it
knows only the law of self-preservation,’
Horkheimer argued.29 Yet while the new
Empire of the Rackets indeed showed no
mercy to life outside of it, it did not ultimately hinge on the law of self-preservation
either. It was the fascist dictatorship that fulfilled the promise of the racket in its entirety
for the first time: identity without non-identity, annihilation for the sake of annihilation.
‘Left with no way out, the question of
whether it is directed against others or against
the subject itself – a distinction it never considered absolute in the first place,’ Adorno
explained, ‘becomes a matter of total indifference to the compulsion to annihilate.’30

THE ANALYSIS OF NATIONAL
SOCIALISM
Even in 1939, Horkheimer still assumed that
‘Germany could disintegrate overnight into
chaos and infighting among gangsters’.31 The
‘massive exhortation’ of the Volksgemeinschaft,
in other words, was failing. Yet subsequently,
the Critical Theorists began to realize that the
Volksgemeinschaft invariably amounted to
more than just that exhortation and did not
necessarily rule out chaos and the infighting of
gangsters within it. In this vein, Adorno commented on Pollock’s essay on ‘State Capitalism’
in a letter to Horkheimer of 1941 as follows:
In terms of the content, the crucial problem is:
does the tendency towards a crisis-free command
economy presented in the text really express the
objective tendency of reality or does the current
antagonistic state of affairs continue to preclude
the notional purity of this construct in future too?
I feel in no position genuinely to answer this question. My instinct is as follows: the truth of the
concept lies in its pessimism, i.e., the view that the
chances of domination in its immediately political
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guise being perpetuated are greater than those of
getting out. Wrong is the optimism, even for
others. What is being perpetuated is not so much
a stable and in some way rational state of affairs
but rather, for the foreseeable future, a relentless
succession of catastrophes, chaos and terror but
with that, conversely, also a renewed chance of
escape.32

However integral the role of rackets might be
in the implementation of laws, under the rule
of law their room for maneuver would ordinarily be severely curtailed. Like other forms
of mediation, Horkheimer stressed, the law
asserted its own essence and defensive force
against the rackets. Since they were predicated on the need time and again to transcend
the specific individual and its immediate
integration into the racket, thus facilitating
detachment, the means of domination were
set up within these forms of mediation
against domination as ‘the reflection that
unmasks it’.
Yet the permanent state of emergency
allowed the rackets to come directly to the
fore: among the rank and file of the mob, in
the mass organizations and, equally, among
the higher echelons and the ruling elites. All
legality was so comprehensively appropriated by them as a technical resource for their
rivalry that they merged, creating the precise
opposite of market-based competition. Once
human beings treated one another as ethnic
comrades [Volksgenossen], it became impossible to transcend the specific individual and
its immediate integration into the racket.
‘With the accession to power of National
Socialism’, Kirchheimer explained,
the common legal bond of a generally applicable
civil law disappeared more and more, and at the
same time the professional organizations lost their
voluntary character. The labor organization, economic groups, the handicraft and peasant organizations became compulsory organizations. By the
same token the National Socialist system dispensed with an outside body to whose authority a
group member could appeal when faced with an
inequitable group decision.33

The ‘ideology of the community’, in other
words, ‘deprived the weaker group member
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of the right to appeal to an outside body
which would be prepared to maintain the
intra-group balance’.34 All the rackets,
the industrialists and landowners, party and army,
as well as the corresponding bureaucracies, jealously see to it that nobody trespasses into the
provinces carved out for each by common agreement; the tendency is, therefore, towards departmentalization, towards disappearance of a unified
system of law behind innumerable steadily increasing special competences.35

The most successful racket in any given
instance was the one that most consistently
eliminated any remaining forms of mediation. Critical reflection became impossible
since domination and the means of domination could no longer be juxtaposed. The
means of domination were deployed exclusively to serve the domination of the racket in
question, which drew its authority from the
leader and the ethnic community.
Unlike Kirchheimer, Neumann did not
resort directly to the concept of the racket in
his analysis of National Socialism. Perhaps
the term struck him as being too closely tied
to legal terminology. Yet when he referred to
‘gangs’ and ‘authoritarian corporations’ in
his discussion of power groups, the implications of the concept are nevertheless palpable.
Neumann denied the ‘primacy of politics’
stipulated by the concept of ‘state capitalism’.
He wanted to demonstrate that even in the current crisis in Germany the state was in no position to substitute planning for domestic class
rule and the market mechanism. Yet in the
event his analysis took him somewhere rather
different than he had anticipated. Not only had
the ‘primacy of politics’ not been enforced,
Neumann argued, it would be impossible to
enforce within the confines of the nation state.
This he sought to demonstrate with empirical analyses of the German economy. He
fundamentally questioned the stability of the
National Socialist system and was convinced
that the existing economic contradictions had
to have some impact at a ‘higher’ level, even
if that impact was concealed by the bureaucratic apparatus and the propaganda of the
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Volksgemeinschaft. It was these economic
contradictions that made war and ruthless
expansion inevitable at the ‘higher level’.
Neumann went beyond a traditional
Marxist account and, in spite of himself,
acknowledged an element of truth in the concept of state capitalism, namely, its focus on
the form of crisis management that consisted
in the elimination of the sphere of circulation
as a form of social mediation. He appropriated this notion and in so doing radicalized
some of the assumptions underlying the
racket theory. Ultimately, he argued, it was
questionable whether a formally and functionally united sovereign political authority
actually still existed in Germany. National
Socialism depended not simply on the abolition of the rule of law but on the disintegration of the latter’s prerequisite, universal
sovereign power. Neumann argued that the
state was moving toward ‘utter shapelessness’. Consequently, it could no longer be
designated a state proper and should really
be described as a ‘gang, where the leaders
are perpetually compelled to agree after disagreements’.36 National Socialism actually
no longer had a united apparatus of coercion
at its disposal and was disintegrating into a
number of political power centers. It was in
this sense that Ernst Fraenkel had referred to
the National Socialist state as a ‘dual state’.37
These power centers struck out all the more
brutally since relations between them were
not institutionalized and merely transpired on
the personal level. The personal agreement
reached in ad hoc negotiations no longer
constituted unity in the sense of a state, be
it a democracy or a dictatorship. National
Socialism, on Neumann’s reading, was a nonstate characterized by anarchy and chaos.
Neumann’s conclusion, then, was that
National Socialism, in contrast, for example,
to Italian fascism, constituted a non-state,
effectively a totalitarian form of anarchy.
There is no need for a state standing above all
groups; the state may even be a hindrance to the
compromises and to domination over the ruled
classes. … But if the National Socialist structure is
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not a state, what is it? I venture to suggest that we
are confronted with a form of society in which the
ruling groups control the rest of the population
directly, without the mediation of that rational
though coercive apparatus hitherto known as the
state. This new social form is not yet fully realized,
but the trend exists which defines the very essence
of the regime.38

Yet Neumann did not pursue any further the
issue of the unity of this process, in other
words, the question of what would replace
the sovereign and what distinguished anarchy and chaos in the non-state from anarchy
and chaos per se. He refrained from discussing the primacy of annihilation, annihilation,
that is, for annihilation’s sake. Indeed, in
order to evade this primacy and maintain
certain anachronistic notions of monopoly
capitalism and the class struggle, Neumann
fell short of the potential of Critical Theory
in his assessment of antisemitism within the
German Volksgemeinschaft, which he considered no more than a matter of propagandistic phraseology.39 This blind spot was
much more persistent in his case than it was
with Adorno and Horkheimer who, in
Dialectic of Enlightenment, achieved the
decisive breakthrough in conceptualizing
antisemitism in the development and crisis of
capitalized society and placed its critique
center-stage.
The fact that the first and most important
study of the annihilation of European Jewry
was written by one of Neumann’s students
gives an indication of how far Neumann had
nevertheless progressed with his analysis. As
Raul Hilberg acknowledged, he appropriated
Neumann’s concept of National Socialism as
a ‘non-state’, in which the ‘ruling elites’ did
not operate ‘on the sort of unified rational
basis we associate with a legislature or constitution’.40 Yet Hilberg also pointed to a bias on
Neumann’s part that sprung from his Marxism.
He had been quite right to analyze the aryanization and liquidation of Jewish property as
a means of promoting the tendencies toward
greater concentration in the German industrial
economy, yet he had then been unable ‘to face
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up fully to the fact that the Jewish people as
such was being annihilated’.41 Hilberg went
beyond this limitation and his perspective was
inevitably inverted in the process. His analysis
was predicated on the assumption that all relevant developments had to be examined from
the vantage point of the ‘German destruction
effort’.42 It was this effort that necessitated
the division of society into increasingly independent groups. As the process of annihilation
gathered pace and became increasingly complex its implementation became dependent on
an ever-increasing number of agencies, party
offices, commercial enterprises and military
entities. The annihilation of the Jews, Hilberg
argued, ‘was a total process’. The machinery it required ‘was structurally no different
from organized German society as a whole …
The machinery of destruction was the organized community in one of its special roles’.43
It is one of the most peculiar paradoxes in
the development and reception of Critical
Theory that Hilberg evidently was only able to
attain this insight by also appropriating from
Neumann the inability to place antisemitism
center-stage as the determinant delusion in
this total process, as the actual reason why the
process and the organized community became
indistinguishable.
Against this backdrop the notion of the
disintegration of the monopoly on the use
of force that Neumann ascribed to National
Socialism and his concept of the ‘non-state’,
in turn, require some modification. An organization like the SS, for instance, gained a kind
of monopolistic status, precisely because
it served the protection of the Führer, who
embodied it, on the one hand, while ultimately
being in command of virtually all the workings
of the machinery of annihilation, on the other.

The Concept of the Racket and
Djihadism: On the Topicality of
Critical Theory
Contemporary historians of the National
Socialist state have appropriated some of
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Neumann’s and Hilberg’s insights. Yet the
issue of the gangs and rackets that invariably
spring from the dynamics of this new
Behemoth has been broken down into the
positivist controversy between ‘intentionalists’ and ‘functionalists’. This is possible
only because the question of the unity of the
process and of the state, and thus, by implication, of the relationship between state and
capital, is no longer raised on either side of
the debate. Against this tendency one should
take recourse to those studies that were
predicated on a notion of the whole as the
untrue Adorno expressly acknowledged this
in the short critical appreciation of Neumann
he wrote some years after his untimely death
for a planned collection of Neumann’s texts.
Neumann’s concept of the Behemoth, Adorno
wrote, stood ‘in marked contrast to superficial notions of a monolithic fascism’.
Neumann had demonstrated that
the National Socialist state, for all its conceit of
total unity, was in truth pluralistic. Political decision
making occurred through the haphazard rivalry of
powerful social cliques … [S]ociety disintegrates
into a diffuse barbaric plurality, into the opposite
of the reconciled plurality that alone would be a
state of affairs fit for human beings.44

Horkheimer in particular continued to think
of this reconciled plurality in terms of a society liberated from the rackets.45 Yet the concept recedes in the writings of Adorno,
Horkheimer, and Kirchheimer after the
demise of National Socialism. Having still
played a certain role in The Authoritarian
Personality and The Psychological Technique
of Martin Luther Thomas’ Radio Addresses,
it subsequently featured only infrequently.
How the rackets might be connected to the
culture industry and the administered world
was not discussed. Adorno, Horkheimer,
Marcuse, and Kirchheimer undertook no further attempts to utilize and elaborate on the
racket concept in the post-war context.
The concept only regained its poignancy
in the reception of Critical Theory after
the end of the Cold War, and initially just
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in a German-speaking context and outside,
or at best on the margins, of academic discourse. It has been advanced, as we saw,
by Wolfgang Pohrt and by a number of
authors who, like myself,46 publish with
the Initiative Sozialistisches Forum and the
ça ira publishing house,47 and in journals
like Prodomo (Cologne) and sans phrase
(Vienna). This return of the concept of
the racket is owed not least to the appearance of djihadism and the way in which
it relates to the monopoly on the use of
force. In the context of Critical Theory this
re-appropriation of the concept nevertheless amounts to the claim that it points to
universal social trends the world over – in
the ‘Orient’ as much as the West, in the
countries of the former Soviet sphere of
influence as much as the European Union
and the United States – for all that these
trends progress in different ways in the various countries depending on the persistence
of the rule of law. The assertion of the racket
against the rule of law can equally well take
on a djihadist or right-wing populist guise,
the attenuation of the defensive forces of the
law can transpire through the partial implementation of Sharia law in the legal practice
of Western states just as well as through the
call of right-wing populists for referenda to
replace the mediation of public opinion in
representative democracy.48
Precisely what had been most abstract in
the insights of Critical Theory in the 1930s
and 1940s turns out to be extremely efficacious in the concrete analysis of contemporary developments. This concerns, on the one
hand, the notion that in a situation of crisis
society disintegrates into gangs and thus
eliminates the spheres of circulation and due
process, turning the rackets into the principal articulation of the political. On the other
hand, it emerges that any sense or form of
unity within and in the face of this process of
social disintegration can be attained only by
fantasizing about a Jewish world conspiracy,
in which mediation and circulation return in
phantasmagorical form.
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Inevitably, everything looks different in the
current Middle East, the wellspring of djihadism. This concerns not only the opportunities
for the rackets to profit from the dissolution
of the mechanisms of circulation and their
relations with, and position within, the world
market. Given the current economic significance of oil and depending on their respective points of departure, these rackets take
on a broad range of forms that would have
been impossible against the backdrop of the
highly developed and standardized industrial
production in Germany in the 1930s. Perhaps
the greatest change concerns the ideological
guise of the evoked world conspiracy. Since
unity is established through an annihilatory
mania directed above all against one state –
the Jewish state, which is imagined as the
Jew among the states – the total process of
which Hilberg spoke – in which the machinery of extermination became indistinguishable from German society as a whole – also
takes on a different form. The ‘machinery’ within which a variety of djihadists on
Israel’s borders – the Muslim Brotherhood in
Egypt, Al Qaeda, and Islamic State in Syria
and Iraq – ‘collaborate’ with the Iranian dual
state (a form of collaboration that exists only
insofar as it is predicated on their joint negative fixation with Israel and Zionism) is virtually indistinguishable from an entity that
is religious rather than social in character.
Needless to say, this too is ultimately a social
issue, however, insofar as religion can only
ever be understood as a social phenomenon.
Even so, its specificity lies in the fact that, in
this context, individuals, whether as clerics or
as believers, refuse a priori and on principle
to accept the separation of politics and religion and the distinction between public and
private that are stipulated by the sphere of
circulation and the rule of law.
On the other hand, the specific strand
within Islam within which political functions are taken on directly by the clerics who
become religious leaders and lay claim to
absolute authority, marks a particular stage
in the process through which the principle of
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the racket becomes total. Within its sphere,
this form of Islam is capable of bringing the
rivalry between the rackets, which elsewhere
assault each other in bloody gang warfare,
under control and manages to lend the religious community a sufficient measure of stability and continuity. Consequently, politics
in the Shiite realm still build to some extent
on the old nation state and yet have long since
transcended it as a non-state with the Islamic
Republic of Iran as an organized center for
the onslaught on Israel.49 Israel has acquired
its status as bogeyman quite independently
of its state constitution which does in fact
reflect a particular form, shaped by the diaspora experience and religious tradition, of
that which characterizes every western state:
a merging of universal legal structures and
particularist racket structures, whose interrelationship is never entirely fixed but constantly up for grabs in accordance with the
political development in any given country.
Characteristic of those countries in
which djihadism is dominant is the fact
that the defensive forces of the law have
no opportunity of developing in the first
place or are promptly eliminated again by
the racket structures. In the same way as
the Revolutionary Guards and the ‘regular’
army coexist in the Islamic Republic of Iran,
for instance, because it is impossible to create a unitary structure by subjecting one of
these armed rackets to the other, the Islamic
Republic also lacks a universal legal system. Instead, the legal system is fragmented.
The Supreme Court and the civil and criminal courts are undermined from the outset
by ‘special courts’. Independently of one
another the ‘revolutionary courts’ function
alongside the military courts, the judiciary of
the Revolutionary Guards and the Basij,50 not
to mention the ‘court of administrative justice’, the ‘special clerical court’, the ‘press
courts’ and so on.51
Yet in this case too, due to the existence of a ‘religious leader’ who is the sole
source of ultimate authority, the rivalry
between the rackets does not lead to armed
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conflict between them, as it does, for instance,
between Islamic State and Al Qaeda in the
‘civil wars’ in Syria and Iraq. This leader, in
turn, is simply the embodiment of the fact
that all the competing rackets can be integrated and brought to refrain from resolving
their conflicts with violence. In connection
with a similar context, Thorsten Fuchshuber
has spoken of a ‘de facto monopoly on the
use of force’.52 The flipside of this coin is
the resolve to destroy Israel that has been
constantly upheld since the inception of the
Islamic Republic. It is precisely this resolve
that lends the Revolutionary Guards a privileged position among the competing rackets. They are not only closest to the spiritual
leader for whom they were created but also
have a particularly significant role to play in
connection with Iran’s nuclear program and
its weaponization.

THE DEFENSIVE FORCES OF THE
LAW AND THE LOGIC OF CAPITAL
When Horkheimer referred to the means of
domination standing against domination as
the reflection that unmasks it, his focus was
never just on the specific law or the judiciary,
even though the Hegelian language might suggest this, but also on the consciousness that
creates or applies it. In this respect, then, there
is a crucial distinction between the legal subject and the commodified subject. The former
needs to know what it is doing. As for the
latter, if we follow Marx: ‘They do not know
it but they are doing it.’53 One might indeed
say that the commodified subject, in contrast
to the legal subject, is not in fact a subject at
all. Steeped in the tradition of classical philosophy, Marx never once used this term,
which has been so popular in the recent reception of Marx. He spoke of the ‘commodity
owner’ who has to exist simply because the
commodities cannot walk to the market themselves. When Marx referred to the subject in
his critique of political economy he did so in
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terms of the intentionally oxymoronic ‘automated subjects’, a term that, in the shift from
structuralism to post-structuralism, has come
to be understood as a pleonasm. Strictly
speaking, then, one cannot really speak of a
crisis in the context of institutionalized law
but only of a state of exception. Yet the constant possibility of such a state of exception
allows the crisis to draw into question, as a
matter of principle, the rationality that allows
the legal subject to know what it is doing.
As we saw, in his draft of 1939/40,
Horkheimer still located the ‘Spirit’ in whom
the law had become a substantive factor in
the consciousness of the masses, where ‘the
idea of true democracy’ supposedly led ‘a
repressed subterranean existence’.54 It is presumably owed to the fragmentary character
of the text that he did not explicate that ‘the
masses’ can only be conceived of as masses
of individuals who could interact in the
spirit of solidarity and need not identify with
each other in the name of a leader and benefactor. What Horkheimer described as
‘Spirit’ cannot be understood separately from
the consciousness of each individual. When
it eventually became clear that the idea of
democracy no longer led even ‘a repressed
subterranean existence’ in Germany he was
compelled to view the post-National Socialist
state as a mere mechanism after all. The consciousness without which the Spirit cannot
work for the idea of true democracy he then
saw, quite legitimately, embodied only in the
US-American occupation power.
This transferal of the Spirit to the American
hegemon reflects the eminently historical
dimension of the defensive forces of the law,
an issue that Horkheimer did not raise in his
draft. It is precisely this historical dimension
that first points unambiguously to the critique
of political economy. Anyone who wants to
assert themselves under the rule of law can
do so only if they subsume their demands and
claims under certain legal principles or laws.
Anyone who wants to partake of society’s
wealth – which everybody is forced to do simply for the purposes of self-preservation – will
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do so only via participation, however circuitous and mediated, in capital’s valorization
process. Analogously to Hobbes’s Leviathan,
one could speak of an imaginary ‘original
contract’ in the realm of political economy. In
it, all those who want to partake of society’s
wealth, even if it is just in order to survive,
accept its form, albeit without knowing any
more about it than their legal consciousness
imparts to them. They do not need to know
that this form is predicated on the distinction
between exchange value and use value; on
the fact that the concrete labor is valid only
as abstract labor. They do not need to know,
in other words, that society is held together
by the measure of the socially necessary labor
time required to produce any given commodity, which is ultimately the measure of all
modern forms of mediation. The one thing
they do need to know about this fictitious
‘original contract’ is that wealth can, in principle, be appropriated only through contracts.
This means, conversely, that the defensive
forces of the law depend on adherence to this
principle.
Yet what if wealth can no longer be
appropriated through contracts? As Marx
explained, capital is an ‘automatic subject’ –
and yet, at the same time it is not. It is an
automatic subject in the absence of crisis,
yet, as Marx also pointed out, it concurrently undermines its own prerequisites and
thus provokes the ‘non-automatic’ subject.
Why, if this generates a process of disintegration and one can no longer attain wealth
through contractual relations, should one
acknowledge the contractual principle? To
do so would hardly be rational. The very
means that are indispensable for self-preservation under capitalist conditions come to
contradict the principle of self-preservation.
These social relations ‘constantly reproduce
the potential unfolding of worse options
insofar as they totalize scarcity through
the mere consummation of just relations of
exchange’.55 Capital’s own logic predisposes
it toward reducing the variable component of
capital ‘toward zero’ and thus ‘permanently
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demotes man as a species being to a pauper and bounty hunter’.56 What this cannot
explain, however, is why human beings are
prepared not only to affirm this degradation
but to outdo it with pathic projections and
delusions of annihilation and victimhood.
This simply cannot be explained, not even
with Dialectic of Enlightenment. Individuals
can only combat these projections and delusions, whatever the prospect of success, and
adhere, even ‘in the state of their unfreedom’,
to the new categorical imperative formulated
by Adorno in Negative Dialectics: ‘to arrange
their thinking and conduct so that Auschwitz
never repeat itself and nothing similar may
occur ever again’.57
Since Marx it has been considered the
principal purpose of the critique of political
economy to disavow the hope that the agents
on the markets and in the state apparatuses
have it in their gift to subjugate the valorization of value to reason and contain the irrational with the rationality of the law. With
Auschwitz an additional task has arisen as a
practical imperative: that of considering this
principal purpose a means of rejecting any
playing down of the impending menace – not
least when such trivializations think they can
invoke the law’s force of resistance.
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